
 

 
 
 
 
 

MINUTES 
 

Forum Meeting 
Date: 06 September 2016 Time: 1904 Venue: VMR400 Training Room 

 
Attendance – As per signed register 
Minute Taker Glenn Norris 
New Members Varun Bhandari ( Warren )- Potential member 
Apologies from the floor Steve Phillips, Andrew Milne 
 
 

 Presentations 
President announced the birthday list for September •  
 •  
SENIOR MOMENTS – BRUCE ANDERSEN 
 
Bruce announced that he is moving away from the Gold 
Coast due to work commitments. Having been involved 
for 5 months shy of 30 years with VMR Southport, the 
hardest part of his decision to move was that of 
announcing to all his friends at VMR that he was 
leaving, however, this job opportunity couldn’t be 
turned down. Bruce will often return to the Gold Coast 
and continue to impart his knowledge to the members 
whenever he gets the opportunity. 
Bruce re-inforced to the members how great a 
Squadron Southport is, and the importance of 
displaying to the public how important we are. They 
cant do without us. He was a little concerned that of 
late a few incidents have occurred that were the result 
of a lack of attention and the first thing that members of 
the public notice when these events occur are the 
words ‘ MARINE RESCUE ‘ on the sides of the vessels. 
Our image is our lifeline. Keep it first class. The 
Broadwater is a very busy waterway and we have to be 
alert at all times. The training offered by VMR is 
fantastic and we all should take advantage of it and 
appreciate the opportunities. Bruce wished everyone 
the best of luck and advised he will always have a 
telephone if anyone needs to talk to him.  
 
Greg Turner gave some funny stories about Bruce’s 
involvement with VMR including the night Bruce and 
Greg were tasked to a callout job in driving rain and 
howling winds. The VMR vessel was launched but the 
previous operator had removed the keys from the 
ignition, so with Greg at the helm, the vessel floated 
helplessly out the front of the Base. Bruce had to strip 
down to his jocks to swim the keys out to Greg. Bruce 
was paranoid of being eaten by sharks, even though he 
only had to swim 30 metres. This was one of many 
good jobs Bruce has done and he will be missed at 
VMR. 

•  

  
 

3.0 Previous Minutes 
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3.0 Previous Minutes 
3.1 MOVED THAT the minutes of the Forum meeting of 2 August 2016 be accepted as a true and accurate record. 
 PROPOSED   Guy Coubrough  SECONDED   Diana Gibson   MOTION CARRIED 
 
 

5.0 Crew Reports 
5.1 Green – Greg Turner / 

Peter Barker 
2 crews for the month. 1st crew 12/08/16 Greg Turner was Duty Skipper. Had some very 
good jobs. Lots of training in the night hours. On Saturday morning QAS activated VMR to 
a Charter vessel 11 NM east of the Seaway that had a passenger with a suspected cardiac 
problem. VMR were advised to collect the patient and return to shore ASAP. On arrival it 
was discovered there had been a mix up in translating the patients problem and it was not 
cardiac but possibly a bowel related problem. The patient seemed ok, was transported to 
the Base, assessed by Paramedics and then allowed to leave. 
A short time later a vessel called to say it was sinking east of the Seaway. Both MR1 and 
MR2 attended and the vessel was towed back inside the Seaway. 
Later in the afternoon, a vessel was towed to Gold Coast City Marina. 
2nd crew – 02/09/16 – Peter Barker was Duty Skipper. Fiona Roberts and Glenn Norris filled 
in. Weather was atrocious. 40 knots of westerly wind across the Broadwater. Very hard to 
manoeuvre the vessels. 
A dispersal was held in the morning in the Seaway. The SYC Sail Past was held in the 
afternoon and VMR also acted as transport for a bride who was getting married at VMR in 
the afternoon. At the conclusion of the wedding the Bridal party were taken to Wavebreak 
Island for a photo shoot. 
Marine Rescue 2 attended to a tinny in distress off the Seaway in the afternoon and towed 
it back to the Spit. A good crew. 

5.2 White – Dave McDonald 2 crews this month – 1st crew 13/08/16. 9 persons on crew. 3 small tow jobs for the crew 
and 4 training activations 
Were activated by Water Police to travel to Palm Beach to search for a whale and calf that 
were being harassed by jetskis. On arrival, no whales or jetskis were located. 
2nd crew – 03/09/16. 12 persons on crew. 4 tow jobs and 7 training activations. 
A vessel called requiring a tow from the SW side of the Sundale bridge to the NE side. 
Took 5 minutes. A jetski was aground in Browns Inlet however was well out of distance of 
the length of the towrope so the rider had to stay and wait for the tide to come in. 

5.3 Red – Rob Sinclair 2 crews for the month  
1st crew – 05/08/16 – Only 8 people in attendance. No jobs, however 7 training activations 
Concentrating on getting Bruce Watson and Sean O’Hanlon to Inshore Skipper ranking. 
2nd crew – 26/08/16 – 9 people in attendance. 12 training activations and 1 job. The job was 
called in by a member of the public who reported a surfer in distress clinging to one of the 
pylons on the Sand Pumping jetty. Conditions were too dangerous with swells at 1 - 1.5M, 
for VMR to assist, so the Water Police used their vessel to retrieve the surfer. Good result 
from a bad situation. 

5.4 Yellow – Peter Barker 2 crews this month. 1st crew 06/08/16. 11 crew in attendance. Very busy Saturday evening 
due to a VMR members Bucks party at Wavebreak Island requiring several people to be 
transported to shore at the end of the party. On Sunday morning a 53ft vessel requested a 
tow from Runaway Bay to Versace Marina. Due to the narrow canal in Runaway Bay, the 
vessel had to be towed by Marine Rescue 3 with Rex as Skipper and Annie at the helm. At 
the Versace end of the tow MR3 had to also punt the vessel into its pen. A very tricky job 
well done. 
2 other small tows during the crew with in excess of 12 training activations as well. 
Very good crew. 
2nd Crew – 27/08/16. 9 crew in attendance. Anne Harzer filled in. 
1st activation was to a pontoon which had become unsecured from its mooring. Very difficult 
job but successful. A good night navigation exercise was conducted offshore 
In the morning a couple of small tows. A challenging activation around lunchtime with a 
Cruiser requiring a tow into the Mermaid Waters canal, under several low and tight bridges. 
Approximately 3 pm a call was received from QAS to a 62ft vessel that had run aground in 
the Neverfails, with multiple patients injured. MR1 took several Paramedics to the scene 
and MR4 transported a QAS Operations Supervisor. The vessel hadn’t quite cleared a 
beacon and hit bottom. 2 people were injured. One female with a suspected hip fracture 
and a man with a suspected spinal injury were transported by MR1 back to the VMR Base 
to waiting Ambulances 

5.5 Black – Ken Gibbs  Only 1 crew this month – 19/08/16. Annie Erichsen filled in again due to absences on the 
crew. On arrival to shift were advised of a 26ft vessel which had supposedly run out of fuel 
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5.0 Crew Reports 
45NM East of the Seaway. Due to the distance offshore a passage plan was created on the 
crew room whiteboard. The job was eventually cancelled as the vessel had a fuel blockage 
that was corrected and they could return to shore. Lots of emphasis on getting Guy 
Coubrough to Offshore Skipper. Several night runs in and out of the Seaway in preparation 
for this. 
Mid morning there was a small tow of a jetski from Wavebreak Is. To Runaway Bay. 
Around midday while training MR4 were flagged down by a kite surfer who was in distress 
at the Deep Hole. Annie Erichsen was at the helm and carefully guided MR4 to beside the 
operator, who complained that he couldn’t get any breeze to get him back to shore and he 
was exhausted. The surfer was loaded onto MR4 and taken to shore. He was very grateful 
and signed his mate up as a member of VMR as well. 
In the afternoon a squally thunderstorm came across the Broadwater which made 
conditions very unpleasant. In the middle of the rain we were tasked to a vessel that had 
run out of fuel 23NM North East of the Seaway. The vessel was enroute from Yeppoon to 
Southport. MR1 with Ken Gibbs, Dave Wade and Trevor Bellis departed, heading into a stiff 
NE breeze all the way, to retrieve the vessel. In all it was a 6 hour job and the Skipper, who 
had been paid to deliver this vessel, and the crew member were exceptionally unorganised 
and had no idea about the boat. The vessel was tied up to SNOO overnight on their return. 
Ken, Dave and Trevor left the base at 2230 hours after previously doing a 24 hour crew. 

5.6 Blue – Scott Gregory  Only 1 crew this month – 20/08/16. Quite a busy day. The vessel from the previous night 
that Black Crew assisted was towed twice again for different reasons during the crew. First 
to the Fuel wharf at SYC and then to Chevron Island as the owner got lost on the way and 
the paid Skipper decamped elsewhere. 
11 training activations during the crew for a variety of exercises, a very long tow from 
Ephraim Island to Oyster Cove and late in the afternoon a vessel called requiring a tow to 
Runaway Bay. 
A very good crew. Duty Skipper Scott is back full time on the crew now. 
 

5.7 Callouts – Merv Handley
  

Very quiet month – Only did 8 callouts for 9 jobs. Usual crew members involved with 
these 
No jobs of any significance. 
 
Expect things to get busier now that the weather is warming up. 
 

5.8   
   
 

6.0 Management Reports          
Item Brief Discussion Action/Outcome Officer 
6.1 TREASURER - Report given by Martin Walsh  

 
- Have received funding via a bequeath of nearly 

$18000 
 

- Have also received $5000 from the Gold Coast 
Council for a uniform Grant. 

 
- Things are travelling well. Had a good result for the 

last Financial Year. 
 

- Vessel fuel remains the largest expense. 
 

      John Kaus 

6.2 SECRETARY Reminded everyone of the AGM on Saturday 10 
September 1400hrs start. There will be a vote for a 
Committee position. 

Diana Gibson 

6.3 VICE PRESIDENT - Emphasised the importance of filling out the correct 
paperwork if an Incident / Accident occurs involving a 
VMR vessel, or if a VMR member is injured. Whilst it 
may seem a minor event, this paperwork is vital if at a 
later time repercussions occur. All paperwork 
required is in a folder on the shelf under the Air 

Martin Walsh 
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6.0 Management Reports          
Item Brief Discussion Action/Outcome Officer 

Conditioner in the Radio Room. Always ring Martin if 
you have any questions regarding this. 

- Expressed the importance of the role of the Senior 
Skippers and how the crews should utilise them to 
their advantage. Gave the example of Green Crew and 
the vacancy Bruce Andersen and Greg Turner have 
filled while Tim Hutchison is on Leave of Absence. 
Whilst it was a great crew before, Bruce and Greg 
have added other little things that have further 
improved it. The members really appreciate this. 

6.4 SEARCH & RESCUE 
COORDINATOR 

- Advised of a recent incident where the Marine Rescue 3 
engine sustained damage. Reminded all Skippers and 
crew members to take extreme care and risk assess with 
everything they do. This incident was avoidable but has 
ended up costing the Squadron nearly $1000. 

Merv Handley 

6.5 COMMUNICATIONS 
CONTROLLER 
 
RADIO OPERATORS 
CONTROLLER 

- Not available 
 
 
- Not available 

 
 
 

        Bev Weldon 
 

6.6 OPERATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

Vessels are running well with a few small issues. 
 
MARINE RESCUE 1 – Water leak in rear seems fixed. A 
cracked deck spin-out seemed to be the cause. 
 
MARINE RESCUE 2 - Spotlights have been re-wired. Now 
much brighter. 
- Engines due to be replaced in December, have Grant 
Application submitted, will be announced if successful in 
October. 
- Engines will be serviced next Monday 
 
MARINE RESCUE 3 - Has a steering issue at present. Will 
be fixed by weekend. Appears to have bent steering arm. 
- The starting problem has been rectified. Caused by a 
voltage drop from the battery to the engine. Bigger battery 
cables have been fitted. Seems to have fixed problem. 
                                   
Have been looking at refit prices for MR3 however 
everything is seeming uneconomical. No other inflatable 
companies seem to be able to work on the NAIAD product 
without major modification, at great expense. 
 
The old Evinrude engine is still for sale. Having great 
difficulties selling it. Everyone tells me it’s because it’s a 2 
stroke engine it’s not worth anything. If anyone knows 
anyone looking for an engine let me know 
 
MARINE RESCUE 4 -No water in the hulls at service last 
week, so seems loose spinout cap was the problem with 
previous water leak. 
- Serviced last week.  
- Engines due for replacement in November, have 
another Grant Application submitted, will be announced if 
successful in October. 
 
MR1, MR2, MR4 have all been detailed and MR1 and MR2 

Glenn Norris 
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6.0 Management Reports          
Item Brief Discussion Action/Outcome Officer 

antifouled. Looking really clean. Still keep using fresh water 
to clean vessels 
 
The replacement of the Boat ramp has now become our 
infrastructure priority. A Grant Application for $35,000 has 
been submitted, the donations page on the VMR website 
has been modified to request donations for this, and an ad 
will go in the upcoming V-Sheet requesting donations. At a 
recent Skippers meeting it was decided that the boat ramp 
replacement should occur before anything else. 
This project will be around the $75 -$85K figure. 
 
All of the SOP’s and ByLaws have been reviewed. They 
have now been given to Jules Smibert, from Green Crew, 
as a second set of eyes to peruse them. There are quite a 
lot of modifications, additions and updated information. 
Jules should have them back next week, when they will be 
re-typed, the dates modified etc and put in their respective 
folders. Please keep doing SOP reviews on your crews and 
let me know if you have any concerns still. 
 
The 4 vessel SMS documents have been updated. Quite a 
bit of the info was out of date, with changes of motors etc, 
so all has been corrected and updated. Everything is now 
on computer here at the Base as well, so if we have to 
update anything we can. Hopefully I will have the folders 
updated by the end of the week. We need to keep looking at 
these on crews. Some of the pages that need filling out 
haven't been updated by Skippers since 2015, so please 
take some time on crew to keep these up to date. 
 
Lost property - Please have a look in the lost property box. 
Starting to fill up again. 
 
QFES visited VMR last week to audit their Fire cache. Very 
pleased that VMR Southport had all the gear in an orderly 
arrangement, all together in one place, and nothing was 
missing.  
 
Garden Working Bee -  A fantastic effort from those who 
attended. The Base gardens looks the best I have ever 
seen them. Well done everyone for your efforts and Rex for 
your Managerial prowess. 
 
VMR Southport have been successful in gaining funding 
from the GCCC for the next 4 years, specifically 
for uniforms, PPE and new lifejackets. $5000 a year. Money 
can only be spent for these items. I will talk to the new 
Committee and get a plan in place to get this gear replaced 
ASAP. A lot of people have asked to buy the old wet 
weather jackets etc. I will do a group email after I know 
whats happening so everyone, including R/Os gets a fair go 
at what is available. 
 
Work is to commence on the new SLSQ building next door 
in November. The temporary fencing is to keep the campers 
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6.0 Management Reports          
Item Brief Discussion Action/Outcome Officer 

out. 
 
Expensive damage has been caused to the Rangehood in 
the upstairs kitchen, due to someones heavy handedness. 
Please be careful with this equipment, as it is expensive to 
repair. 
 
The Jetski Jacket project is progressing. The VMRAQ 
Insurance Brokers have put a proposal together and 
presented it to our Insurers. They have collated all the 
information we have given them and submitted it requesting 
coverage under special circumstances.Whilst they are 
unsure how it will go, they are giving it a go. I will keep you 
posted. Rex is being kept up to date as we go and Tony 
Kyle is keeping a close eye as well. 
 
Major concern is being expressed by VMRAQ at the 
number of insurance claims in Qld eventuating because of 
damage that could and should have been avoided. In the 
last 12 months VMRAQ Squadrons claimed 203% of what 
they paid in premiums. VMRAQ has had to take action to try 
to reduce these amounts so that they can maintain 
insurance coverage into the future, whilst ensuring 
premiums don't skyrocket for Squadrons. Please don't 
create the need for any to happen at Southport and we wont 
need to worry. 
 
I am trying to get a Statewide Reciprocal rights program 
happening, where any VMR member of any Squadron in 
Qld can get a free or heavily discounted assist, if any other 
Squadron in Qld has to assist them. Currently this works 
well in the Southern and Moreton Bay Zones, however, we 
are trying to bring in the Central and North Qld zones to 
give our members a better deal for their membership, giving 
them statewide rescue coverage, hoping that more people 
will join up. The costs associated with the assists are 
then handled between Squadrons, at a heavily discounted 
price.  
 
Another project I am involved in is helping the Squadrons in 
the Northern Zone to get funding to replace the Radio 
Repeater equipment on the islands throughout the 
Whitsundays region. The worst repeater is on Hayman 
Island and very little maintenance has been done on the 
island as far as overgrown grass etc is concerned, resulting 
in difficult access to the equipment. VMR Squadrons own 
this equipment but it is predominantly used by the bare boat 
operators, however, they aren't keen on paying anything 
towards maintenance. These repeaters are worth about 
$27K to replace, have been operating for about 25 years, 
and a helicopter costs about $20K to charter to access the 
site. In total there are 4 of these that all need some sort of 
repair. 
 
A new Constitution for VMRAQ was endorsed at the recent 
State Meeting, which separated the Executive positions, so 
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6.0 Management Reports          
Item Brief Discussion Action/Outcome Officer 

therefore these are now 4 separate positions. Other 
Squadrons across the State are now looking at this in order 
to get them out of the difficulties they are in with their 
Constitutions.  
 
Will be standing for Operations Controller again at the AGM. 
Thanks everyone for your help in the past 12 months. 
 

6.7 COMMITTEE MEMBER 
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMITTEE MEMBER 
2 

- Bob is standing down as Committee Member 1 at the 
AGM, as his 2 year tenure has expired. He has 
thoroughly enjoyed the role, and recommends anyone 
who is interested in progressing their knowledge of 
how the VMR Management Committee works, should 
nominate for a position. There is a lot of hard work 
done to make this Squadron work well. 

 
- Not available 

Bob Jordan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alan Coy 

6.8 PRESIDENT - Thanked everyone for their work over the past 12 months. 
Standing again as President but this will be his last term. 

Dave Macdonald  

6.9    
 

7.0 GENERAL BUSINESS 
 
Rex Scott – Thanked everyone for their efforts at the Garden Working Bee on the 
21st August. Advised of his garden plan going into the future. 
 
Presented to the meeting a boat hook arrangement for releasing the VMR tow rope 
from the towing eye of vessels being towed. Agreed to put this mechanism on 
Marine Rescue 2 for a trial period. 
 
Guy Coubrough – Advised of the Elements of Shipboard Safety Course being 
conducted in October. Duty Skippers please ensure your crew members needing 
to do this are enrolled. 
 
Roy Patterson – Advised the 27Mhz Ch. 88 radio icon has disappeared from the 
radio computer screen. Advised by Jake Rudge that the radio has failed and he 
will replace it ASAP. Roy requested better communication when this sort of event 
happens, so that members know what is happening.  
 
Glenn Norris – Advised of 2 Emergency Services Expos which are being 
conducted by VMR Squadrons in coming weeks. These are large events and 
anyone with an interest in a career in these Services would get benefit from 
attending 
Sunday September 11 – VMR Brisbane ( Sandgate ) 
Sunday October 16 – VMR Bribie Island – Over $5 million dollars in resources will 
be at this event. 
 
 

  

00 
8.0 Lucky Door Prize – Bruce Watson   
 

Meeting Closed 2030 hours Next Meeting 1900 hrs on 04/10/16 
Minutes Signed           
Next Forum Minutes Keeper is – Glenn Norris 
Next Forum BBQ – RED CREW 
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MINUTES


		Forum Meeting



		Date:

		06 September 2016

		Time:

		1904

		Venue:

		VMR400 Training Room





		Attendance – As per signed register



		Minute Taker

		Glenn Norris



		New Members

		Varun Bhandari ( Warren )- Potential member



		Apologies from the floor

		Steve Phillips, Andrew Milne





		

		Presentations



		President announced the birthday list for September

		· 



		

		· 



		SENIOR MOMENTS – BRUCE ANDERSEN

Bruce announced that he is moving away from the Gold Coast due to work commitments. Having been involved for 5 months shy of 30 years with VMR Southport, the hardest part of his decision to move was that of announcing to all his friends at VMR that he was leaving, however, this job opportunity couldn’t be turned down. Bruce will often return to the Gold Coast and continue to impart his knowledge to the members whenever he gets the opportunity.

Bruce re-inforced to the members how great a Squadron Southport is, and the importance of displaying to the public how important we are. They cant do without us. He was a little concerned that of late a few incidents have occurred that were the result of a lack of attention and the first thing that members of the public notice when these events occur are the words ‘ MARINE RESCUE ‘ on the sides of the vessels. Our image is our lifeline. Keep it first class. The Broadwater is a very busy waterway and we have to be alert at all times. The training offered by VMR is fantastic and we all should take advantage of it and appreciate the opportunities. Bruce wished everyone the best of luck and advised he will always have a telephone if anyone needs to talk to him. 


Greg Turner gave some funny stories about Bruce’s involvement with VMR including the night Bruce and Greg were tasked to a callout job in driving rain and howling winds. The VMR vessel was launched but the previous operator had removed the keys from the ignition, so with Greg at the helm, the vessel floated helplessly out the front of the Base. Bruce had to strip down to his jocks to swim the keys out to Greg. Bruce was paranoid of being eaten by sharks, even though he only had to swim 30 metres. This was one of many good jobs Bruce has done and he will be missed at VMR.

		· 



		

		





		3.0

		Previous Minutes



		3.1

		MOVED THAT the minutes of the Forum meeting of 2 August 2016 be accepted as a true and accurate record.



		

		PROPOSED   Guy Coubrough  SECONDED   Diana Gibson   MOTION CARRIED





		5.0

		Crew Reports



		5.1

		Green – Greg Turner / Peter Barker

		2 crews for the month. 1st crew 12/08/16 Greg Turner was Duty Skipper. Had some very good jobs. Lots of training in the night hours. On Saturday morning QAS activated VMR to a Charter vessel 11 NM east of the Seaway that had a passenger with a suspected cardiac problem. VMR were advised to collect the patient and return to shore ASAP. On arrival it was discovered there had been a mix up in translating the patients problem and it was not cardiac but possibly a bowel related problem. The patient seemed ok, was transported to the Base, assessed by Paramedics and then allowed to leave.

A short time later a vessel called to say it was sinking east of the Seaway. Both MR1 and MR2 attended and the vessel was towed back inside the Seaway.


Later in the afternoon, a vessel was towed to Gold Coast City Marina.


2nd crew – 02/09/16 – Peter Barker was Duty Skipper. Fiona Roberts and Glenn Norris filled in. Weather was atrocious. 40 knots of westerly wind across the Broadwater. Very hard to manoeuvre the vessels.


A dispersal was held in the morning in the Seaway. The SYC Sail Past was held in the afternoon and VMR also acted as transport for a bride who was getting married at VMR in the afternoon. At the conclusion of the wedding the Bridal party were taken to Wavebreak Island for a photo shoot.


Marine Rescue 2 attended to a tinny in distress off the Seaway in the afternoon and towed it back to the Spit. A good crew.



		5.2

		White – Dave McDonald

		2 crews this month – 1st crew 13/08/16. 9 persons on crew. 3 small tow jobs for the crew and 4 training activations


Were activated by Water Police to travel to Palm Beach to search for a whale and calf that were being harassed by jetskis. On arrival, no whales or jetskis were located.


2nd crew – 03/09/16. 12 persons on crew. 4 tow jobs and 7 training activations.


A vessel called requiring a tow from the SW side of the Sundale bridge to the NE side. Took 5 minutes. A jetski was aground in Browns Inlet however was well out of distance of the length of the towrope so the rider had to stay and wait for the tide to come in.



		5.3

		Red – Rob Sinclair

		2 crews for the month 


1st crew – 05/08/16 – Only 8 people in attendance. No jobs, however 7 training activations

Concentrating on getting Bruce Watson and Sean O’Hanlon to Inshore Skipper ranking.


2nd crew – 26/08/16 – 9 people in attendance. 12 training activations and 1 job. The job was called in by a member of the public who reported a surfer in distress clinging to one of the pylons on the Sand Pumping jetty. Conditions were too dangerous with swells at 1 - 1.5M, for VMR to assist, so the Water Police used their vessel to retrieve the surfer. Good result from a bad situation.



		5.4

		Yellow – Peter Barker

		2 crews this month. 1st crew 06/08/16. 11 crew in attendance. Very busy Saturday evening due to a VMR members Bucks party at Wavebreak Island requiring several people to be transported to shore at the end of the party. On Sunday morning a 53ft vessel requested a tow from Runaway Bay to Versace Marina. Due to the narrow canal in Runaway Bay, the vessel had to be towed by Marine Rescue 3 with Rex as Skipper and Annie at the helm. At the Versace end of the tow MR3 had to also punt the vessel into its pen. A very tricky job well done.

2 other small tows during the crew with in excess of 12 training activations as well.


Very good crew.


2nd Crew – 27/08/16. 9 crew in attendance. Anne Harzer filled in.


1st activation was to a pontoon which had become unsecured from its mooring. Very difficult job but successful. A good night navigation exercise was conducted offshore


In the morning a couple of small tows. A challenging activation around lunchtime with a Cruiser requiring a tow into the Mermaid Waters canal, under several low and tight bridges. Approximately 3 pm a call was received from QAS to a 62ft vessel that had run aground in the Neverfails, with multiple patients injured. MR1 took several Paramedics to the scene and MR4 transported a QAS Operations Supervisor. The vessel hadn’t quite cleared a beacon and hit bottom. 2 people were injured. One female with a suspected hip fracture and a man with a suspected spinal injury were transported by MR1 back to the VMR Base to waiting Ambulances



		5.5

		Black – Ken Gibbs 

		Only 1 crew this month – 19/08/16. Annie Erichsen filled in again due to absences on the crew. On arrival to shift were advised of a 26ft vessel which had supposedly run out of fuel 45NM East of the Seaway. Due to the distance offshore a passage plan was created on the crew room whiteboard. The job was eventually cancelled as the vessel had a fuel blockage that was corrected and they could return to shore. Lots of emphasis on getting Guy Coubrough to Offshore Skipper. Several night runs in and out of the Seaway in preparation for this.

Mid morning there was a small tow of a jetski from Wavebreak Is. To Runaway Bay.


Around midday while training MR4 were flagged down by a kite surfer who was in distress at the Deep Hole. Annie Erichsen was at the helm and carefully guided MR4 to beside the operator, who complained that he couldn’t get any breeze to get him back to shore and he was exhausted. The surfer was loaded onto MR4 and taken to shore. He was very grateful and signed his mate up as a member of VMR as well.


In the afternoon a squally thunderstorm came across the Broadwater which made conditions very unpleasant. In the middle of the rain we were tasked to a vessel that had run out of fuel 23NM North East of the Seaway. The vessel was enroute from Yeppoon to Southport. MR1 with Ken Gibbs, Dave Wade and Trevor Bellis departed, heading into a stiff NE breeze all the way, to retrieve the vessel. In all it was a 6 hour job and the Skipper, who had been paid to deliver this vessel, and the crew member were exceptionally unorganised and had no idea about the boat. The vessel was tied up to SNOO overnight on their return. Ken, Dave and Trevor left the base at 2230 hours after previously doing a 24 hour crew.



		5.6

		Blue – Scott Gregory

		 Only 1 crew this month – 20/08/16. Quite a busy day. The vessel from the previous night that Black Crew assisted was towed twice again for different reasons during the crew. First to the Fuel wharf at SYC and then to Chevron Island as the owner got lost on the way and the paid Skipper decamped elsewhere.

11 training activations during the crew for a variety of exercises, a very long tow from Ephraim Island to Oyster Cove and late in the afternoon a vessel called requiring a tow to Runaway Bay.


A very good crew. Duty Skipper Scott is back full time on the crew now.






		5.7

		Callouts – Merv Handley


		Very quiet month – Only did 8 callouts for 9 jobs. Usual crew members involved with these

No jobs of any significance.


Expect things to get busier now that the weather is warming up.






		5.8

		

		



		

		

		





		6.0

		Management Reports        

		



		Item

		Brief Discussion

		Action/Outcome

		Officer



		6.1

		TREASURER

		· Report given by Martin Walsh 

· Have received funding via a bequeath of nearly $18000


· Have also received $5000 from the Gold Coast Council for a uniform Grant.


· Things are travelling well. Had a good result for the last Financial Year.


· Vessel fuel remains the largest expense.




		      John Kaus



		6.2

		SECRETARY

		Reminded everyone of the AGM on Saturday 10 September 1400hrs start. There will be a vote for a Committee position.

		Diana Gibson



		6.3

		VICE PRESIDENT

		· Emphasised the importance of filling out the correct paperwork if an Incident / Accident occurs involving a VMR vessel, or if a VMR member is injured. Whilst it may seem a minor event, this paperwork is vital if at a later time repercussions occur. All paperwork required is in a folder on the shelf under the Air Conditioner in the Radio Room. Always ring Martin if you have any questions regarding this.

· Expressed the importance of the role of the Senior Skippers and how the crews should utilise them to their advantage. Gave the example of Green Crew and the vacancy Bruce Andersen and Greg Turner have filled while Tim Hutchison is on Leave of Absence. Whilst it was a great crew before, Bruce and Greg have added other little things that have further improved it. The members really appreciate this.

		Martin Walsh



		6.4

		SEARCH & RESCUE COORDINATOR

		· Advised of a recent incident where the Marine Rescue 3 engine sustained damage. Reminded all Skippers and crew members to take extreme care and risk assess with everything they do. This incident was avoidable but has ended up costing the Squadron nearly $1000.

		Merv Handley



		6.5

		COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER


RADIO OPERATORS CONTROLLER

		· Not available

· Not available

		        Bev Weldon






		6.6

		OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

		Vessels are running well with a few small issues.

MARINE RESCUE 1 – Water leak in rear seems fixed. A cracked deck spin-out seemed to be the cause.

MARINE RESCUE 2 - Spotlights have been re-wired. Now much brighter.


- Engines due to be replaced in December, have Grant Application submitted, will be announced if successful in October.

- Engines will be serviced next Monday


MARINE RESCUE 3 - Has a steering issue at present. Will be fixed by weekend. Appears to have bent steering arm.

- The starting problem has been rectified. Caused by a voltage drop from the battery to the engine. Bigger battery cables have been fitted. Seems to have fixed problem.


                                  


Have been looking at refit prices for MR3 however everything is seeming uneconomical. No other inflatable companies seem to be able to work on the NAIAD product without major modification, at great expense.


The old Evinrude engine is still for sale. Having great difficulties selling it. Everyone tells me it’s because it’s a 2 stroke engine it’s not worth anything. If anyone knows anyone looking for an engine let me know


MARINE RESCUE 4 -No water in the hulls at service last week, so seems loose spinout cap was the problem with previous water leak.

- Serviced last week. 


- Engines due for replacement in November, have another Grant Application submitted, will be announced if successful in October.


MR1, MR2, MR4 have all been detailed and MR1 and MR2 antifouled. Looking really clean. Still keep using fresh water to clean vessels

The replacement of the Boat ramp has now become our infrastructure priority. A Grant Application for $35,000 has been submitted, the donations page on the VMR website has been modified to request donations for this, and an ad will go in the upcoming V-Sheet requesting donations. At a recent Skippers meeting it was decided that the boat ramp replacement should occur before anything else.

This project will be around the $75 -$85K figure.


All of the SOP’s and ByLaws have been reviewed. They have now been given to Jules Smibert, from Green Crew, as a second set of eyes to peruse them. There are quite a lot of modifications, additions and updated information. Jules should have them back next week, when they will be re-typed, the dates modified etc and put in their respective folders. Please keep doing SOP reviews on your crews and let me know if you have any concerns still.


The 4 vessel SMS documents have been updated. Quite a bit of the info was out of date, with changes of motors etc, so all has been corrected and updated. Everything is now on computer here at the Base as well, so if we have to update anything we can. Hopefully I will have the folders updated by the end of the week. We need to keep looking at these on crews. Some of the pages that need filling out haven't been updated by Skippers since 2015, so please take some time on crew to keep these up to date.


Lost property - Please have a look in the lost property box. Starting to fill up again.

QFES visited VMR last week to audit their Fire cache. Very pleased that VMR Southport had all the gear in an orderly arrangement, all together in one place, and nothing was missing. 

Garden Working Bee -  A fantastic effort from those who attended. The Base gardens looks the best I have ever seen them. Well done everyone for your efforts and Rex for your Managerial prowess.


VMR Southport have been successful in gaining funding from the GCCC for the next 4 years, specifically for uniforms, PPE and new lifejackets. $5000 a year. Money can only be spent for these items. I will talk to the new Committee and get a plan in place to get this gear replaced ASAP. A lot of people have asked to buy the old wet weather jackets etc. I will do a group email after I know whats happening so everyone, including R/Os gets a fair go at what is available.

Work is to commence on the new SLSQ building next door in November. The temporary fencing is to keep the campers out.


Expensive damage has been caused to the Rangehood in the upstairs kitchen, due to someones heavy handedness. Please be careful with this equipment, as it is expensive to repair.

The Jetski Jacket project is progressing. The VMRAQ Insurance Brokers have put a proposal together and presented it to our Insurers. They have collated all the information we have given them and submitted it requesting coverage under special circumstances.Whilst they are unsure how it will go, they are giving it a go. I will keep you posted. Rex is being kept up to date as we go and Tony Kyle is keeping a close eye as well.


Major concern is being expressed by VMRAQ at the number of insurance claims in Qld eventuating because of damage that could and should have been avoided. In the last 12 months VMRAQ Squadrons claimed 203% of what they paid in premiums. VMRAQ has had to take action to try to reduce these amounts so that they can maintain insurance coverage into the future, whilst ensuring premiums don't skyrocket for Squadrons. Please don't create the need for any to happen at Southport and we wont need to worry.


I am trying to get a Statewide Reciprocal rights program happening, where any VMR member of any Squadron in Qld can get a free or heavily discounted assist, if any other Squadron in Qld has to assist them. Currently this works well in the Southern and Moreton Bay Zones, however, we are trying to bring in the Central and North Qld zones to give our members a better deal for their membership, giving them statewide rescue coverage, hoping that more people will join up. The costs associated with the assists are then handled between Squadrons, at a heavily discounted price. 

Another project I am involved in is helping the Squadrons in the Northern Zone to get funding to replace the Radio Repeater equipment on the islands throughout the Whitsundays region. The worst repeater is on Hayman Island and very little maintenance has been done on the island as far as overgrown grass etc is concerned, resulting in difficult access to the equipment. VMR Squadrons own this equipment but it is predominantly used by the bare boat operators, however, they aren't keen on paying anything towards maintenance. These repeaters are worth about $27K to replace, have been operating for about 25 years, and a helicopter costs about $20K to charter to access the site. In total there are 4 of these that all need some sort of repair.


A new Constitution for VMRAQ was endorsed at the recent State Meeting, which separated the Executive positions, so therefore these are now 4 separate positions. Other Squadrons across the State are now looking at this in order to get them out of the difficulties they are in with their Constitutions. 


Will be standing for Operations Controller again at the AGM. Thanks everyone for your help in the past 12 months.



		Glenn Norris



		6.7

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 1


COMMITTEE MEMBER 2

		· Bob is standing down as Committee Member 1 at the AGM, as his 2 year tenure has expired. He has thoroughly enjoyed the role, and recommends anyone who is interested in progressing their knowledge of how the VMR Management Committee works, should nominate for a position. There is a lot of hard work done to make this Squadron work well.

· Not available

		Bob Jordan


Alan Coy



		6.8

		PRESIDENT

		· Thanked everyone for their work over the past 12 months. Standing again as President but this will be his last term.

		Dave Macdonald 



		6.9

		

		

		





		7.0

		GENERAL BUSINESS

Rex Scott – Thanked everyone for their efforts at the Garden Working Bee on the 21st August. Advised of his garden plan going into the future.

Presented to the meeting a boat hook arrangement for releasing the VMR tow rope from the towing eye of vessels being towed. Agreed to put this mechanism on Marine Rescue 2 for a trial period.


Guy Coubrough – Advised of the Elements of Shipboard Safety Course being conducted in October. Duty Skippers please ensure your crew members needing to do this are enrolled.


Roy Patterson – Advised the 27Mhz Ch. 88 radio icon has disappeared from the radio computer screen. Advised by Jake Rudge that the radio has failed and he will replace it ASAP. Roy requested better communication when this sort of event happens, so that members know what is happening. 


Glenn Norris – Advised of 2 Emergency Services Expos which are being conducted by VMR Squadrons in coming weeks. These are large events and anyone with an interest in a career in these Services would get benefit from attending


Sunday September 11 – VMR Brisbane ( Sandgate )


Sunday October 16 – VMR Bribie Island – Over $5 million dollars in resources will be at this event.
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		8.0

		Lucky Door Prize – Bruce Watson

		

		





		Meeting Closed 2030 hours

		Next Meeting 1900 hrs on 04/10/16



		Minutes Signed          



		Next Forum Minutes Keeper is – Glenn Norris

Next Forum BBQ – RED CREW
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